


WE LOVE FOOTBALL

Football is the most popular game in the world. Place can not be found in

the world where it is not played.

Eusebio: ”Anyone can play whether you are poor or rich. All you need is

space and a ball”

Football players and coaches are known from colorful language. Most of the

quotes in this book are hilarious.

Zlatan: "Now I'm here, I think the people in Paris will have something else to

see besides the Mona Lisa”

Quotes can be also paradoxical.

Luis De Agustini: ”Gaddafi's a great bloke. The media only show the bad

things. I used to go round his house. His son's a super simple guy. All the

Gaddafis were very down to earth”

Some of them tell about own feelings.

Mwepu Ilunga: "I did not have a reason to continue injured while those who

will benefit financially were sitting on the terraces watching"

Many of the sayings are very inspiring as well.

Messi: ”Talent and elegance mean nothing without rigor and precision”

I hope that these quotes will make you laugh and inspire your day.

Enjoyable moments
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Aad de Mos

"I will also take risks in the future. At least, it is good for everyone... our
team, the crowd and also the opponent"

Abbas Suan

“Sport is the shortest route to peace. We will do what we can and we
hope that the politicians will do the rest of the job”

Abedi Pele

"To see another Pele being born would be difficult. Perhaps there will be a
player better than Pele, one similar to Pele, but a new Pele is impossible.
My father and mother have stopped the machine”

”Character alone cannot push the ball inside the goal”

Ade Akinbiyi

"I was watching the Blackburn game on TV on Sunday when it flashed on
the screen that George (Ndah) had scored in the first minute at
Birmingham. My first reaction was to ring him up. Then I remembered he
was out there playing"

Ademar Pimenta

“In my opinion, Brazil will only play in future in America because we
traveled 10,000 kilometers only to have hassles!”

Adil Rami

”Now there are lots of boot-lickers who don't say things to your face.
That's why things aren't going well between me and (coach) Dukic”

"We need to keep our head and show our balls"

”My favorite actresses? Eva Longoria, Eva Mendez, Megan Fox, Shakira"



Adrian Mutu

”I am not afraid of the beautiful women in England who, I hear, chase
after footballers”

"I didn't take cocaine. I took something to make me feel good"

"I am not hooked on drugs. I categorically deny this”

"I now know who are the ones who are just with you for the good
moments and those who leave you or turn against you immediately you
are in trouble"

Ahmed Hassan

”I will play against Niger to remove any doubts regarding who is the most
capped player”

Ahn Jung-hwan

"I am sorry for Italy, but I play for the South Korean team. The Italians
only know how to win - not how to lose"

Aidy Boothroyd

“We don’t have them (players) growing in greenhouses out the back
because we don’t have time for greenhouses. We’re more of a microwave
sort of club”

Aki Riihilahti

"'Don't you know who I am?' won't get you into nightclubs"

Alain Perrin

”The closer we get to the end of the window the more clubs raise the
price of the players and try to force us into paying more than we should”

"I am impatient... we need to get the ball in the net, not the allotment!"



Alan Brazil

"Levante have gone fourth in Serie A. If anyone can tell me what part of
Italy Levante is in, please call. I've no idea"

"Paolo Di Canio is one picnic short of a hamper"

"Some of the Scotland players need to look themselves in the face"

Alan Brown

"Soccer is the biggest thing that's happened in creation. It's bigger than
any 'ism' you can name"

Alan Hansen

“You won`t win anything with kids”

”As a boy I was torn between two ambitions – to be a footballer or run
away and join the circus - at Patric Thistle I got to do both”

Alan Pardew

"Sometimes you want (Gabriel) Obertan to open his legs and do
something a bit exciting"

Alan Shearer

"One accusation you can't throw at me is that I've always done my best”

”Sometimes going in for a hard tackle generates a louder cheer than a
great pass"

"Andy Carroll will cause anyone problems and I don't see a problem in
that"

"If you take the money away, a lot of the footballers would still be playing
football. So, the money has nothing to do with it"

"Football's not just about scoring goals - it's about winning”



Alberto Garcia Aspe

The coach (Manuel Lapuente) said they could only beat us by getting balls
into the box, and that's exactly what happened”

Alf Ramsey

"The missing of chances is one of the mysteries of life

”I am not one to jump over the moon or off a cliff”

”Did I play when the USA beat England in the 1950 World Cup? - I was the
only one who did”

Alfredo Di Stéfano

”No player is as good as all players together”

“Reputations do not win matches and trophies, only goals can do that”

”I retired at age 40 because my daughters looked at me one day and said:
´Dad, being bald and wearing shorts doesn´n look good together´”

Aleksandr Kerzhakov

”Winning a championship is a mark of quality for any sportsman. That
can`t be taken away from you”

Alessandro Altobelli

”I want to thank my parents for my career, especially my father and
mother”

Alessandro Del Piero

”I haven't got a regular place in the Italy team. I'm not guaranteed one
just because my name's Del Piero"

"My ambition is football itself not the money I'd make from it”



Alessandro Diamanti

“I would have moved to a big club only because people said I couldn’t
move to a big club”

Alexander N'Doumbou

”Competition is healthy”

"I do not have the habit of judging myself”

Alexandre Pato

”Am I going to be a virgin when I get married? No, I`m not Kakà”

Alexandru Epureanu

”Each of us has the potential much higher”

Alexandru Baltoi

"I dedicate this goal to Ionut Badea who this morning gave birth to a little
girl, so i dedicate this goal to him"

Alex da Costa

”Heurelho! (Gomes), guess who`s PSV`s new captain? Me - I finally got the
armband”

Alex Ferguson

”That lad (Filippo Inzaghi) must have been born offside”

”They say he's an intelligent man (Arsene Wenger), right? Speaks five
languages. I've got a 15-year-old boy from the Ivory Coast who speaks five
languages!”

“I can’t believe it. I can’t believe it. Football. Bloody hell!”



"You know Dennis Wise. He could start a fight in an empty house"

“When an Italian tells me it’s pasta on the plate I check under the sauce to
make sure”

”I do believe in fate”

Alex McLeish

"The more you lose, the more you don't win"

"We want to win the match in 90 minutes, even if we have to go to extra
time to do it”

"I look forward to hearing from the silent majority"

Alex Song

“When my children see Leo Messi, they try to emulate him”

"On the pitch, you don't just need one leader. You need them in every
position”

”If you want to be a professional footballer you need to trust yourself and
give your best”

"Forget Barca, Arsenal have given me everything. If I had to leave, I'd
break down and cry”

Alexei Mikhailichenko

"I couldn't see Rooney's tackle from my position - but I assume it was
quite dangerous and ruthless"

Alexi Lalas

”I´m living proof of the impact the World Cup can have on someone. It
changed my life”

”In my job as a commentator it´s helped understand decisions that maybe
the fans can´t”



Allen Bula

"It's definitely been a long road (For Gibraltar to EURO 2016)”

Alon Mizrahi

”It amazes me that all teams in the eighth-final (EURO 2004) are
European”

”I want to play either in Europe or in Spain”

Alvin Martin

"If Arsenal don't finish third, they might not finish in third place"

Amadou Moutari

”I am patient and waiting my time”

Amarildo

”Once I saw that Pele could barely walk during the game, that's when I
started thinking what it would be like to replace him”

Andre Santos

”Very good win gays!”

Anders Lindegaard

"The first thing that happened when I came is that I was put on a diet. In
short, they told me I was too fat"

Andrea Pirlo

”After the wheel, the greatest invention in history is the PlayStation"



Andreas Möller

"Milan or Madrid. I don't care as long as it is somewhere in Italy

”My problem is, that I am always very self-critical, even against myself"

Andrés Guardado

”I learned to live life, what they do not teach you in school”

”The world still thinks Mexicans are brown dwarfs, with a mustache,
drinking tequila like water and eating tacos”

Andrés Iniesta

”Football isn't a science. We play this way because it suits us”

”I do not play to win golden balls , I play to be happy”

”Some people like you, some people don't. In the end you just have to be
yourself”

"I get the feeling people respect me and that there is affection for me.
That makes me happy"

”Perfection doesn't exist”

”Individual prizes are not important”

Andriy Ševtšenko

”I feel less adrenaline in my body now, but more in my head”

“If my goals and victories can help the world remember Chernobyl and
bring a smile to the face of the people who are still suffering - I dedicate
all my success to them”

Andy Gray

"Darren Fletcher is the type of player who would walk over hot coals to
play for his country, and he has done"



Andy Najar

“Where I lived, there was only soccer”

Andy Ritchie

”One of the coaches at Brighton used to make us play 5-a-side without a
ball. I scored best hat trick you´ve ever seen”

Andy Townsend

"I think one of these teams could win this"

“Liverpool are going to have to start getting results if they’re going to start
winning”

"Freddie Ljungberg desperately wants to suck in Cocu"

"In the end, (Tomáš) Rosický initially did well"

Ángel Cappa

”The ball is the only one who does not sweat in a game, so run it”

Angelos Charisteas

"We're the champions of Europe. I believe this is a unique moment, which
many of us may never experience again”

Ante Razov

"When you get a chance to whack it, you whack it"

Anthony Baffoe

"I do think it's important that I have moments of German directness. Nine
o'clock is nine o'clock, not ten past nine. We can do it! That's exactly what
I'm trying to get across, and it's gone very well up to now"




